
Joshua Tree
Releasing Ancestral Karma

Finding Our Unique Soul Path

 This opens the crown chakra (even the sinuses), connecting us to a new consciousness of the Self. 

 It helps us feel centred, allowing us to become more complete and more self-directed. 

 Joshua Tree facilitates the unfolding of our own wisdom and identity, allowing us to identify our 
own centre within influences such as family, community or other externally derived identities. 

 The soul discovery of an inner, unique individuality gives the strength to face adverse conditions that 
may have felt insoluble before. Even daily details of life are able to be savoured, and approached 
with a fresh simplicity. 

 Individuation of soul forces through conscious transformation of family patterns and related cultural 
conditioning brings an enhanced freedom and compassionate insight for family and culture of origin.

 Joshua Tree helps with generational karma which limits the soul’s potential. It helps where there is 
an inability to break free from family or cultural patterns of dysfunction, such as persistent 
negativity and self-sabotage. It also helps if there is loss of individual identity and freedom due to 
lack of insight regarding familial and cultural influences. 

 It is wonderful essence for helping let go of old ways of being whilst feeling at ease with it. 

 Useful Affirmation: 'I joyfully and serenely release my old way of being for I know only good awaits'  
Please Note: Individual essences are not available from Spirit of Transformation, as a spiritually guided bespoke 
blend is much more powerful. If this essence resonates for you, then order an attunement to receive your personal 
essence blend, mentioning in your email that you'd like this particular essence as part of your attunement blend.

Click here for attunements: http://www.spiritoftransformation.com/Attunements.htm

This essence is part of the Spirit of Transformation Free Your True Self blend: 
http://www.spiritoftransformation.com/transformationessences.htm#freeyourtrueself

This essence is part of the Spirit of Transformation Saggitarius - Jupiter blend: 
http://www.spiritoftransformation.com/planetaryessences.htm#saggitarius
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N.B: Using essences is not a substitute for medical attention - if you're ill consult a medical practitioner.


